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TYLT Introduces PILLO Retro Protective Case for iPhone 5S, Diversifying
Portfolio of iPhone Cases

TYLT’s stylish protective cases are now available for the iPhone 5, iPhone 5S and iPhone 5C.

Los Angeles, California (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- TYLT, a leader in redefining mobile accessories, today
launched the PILLO Retro protective case for the iPhone 5S, adding yet another option to its increasingly
diverse line of iPhone cases.

Available now for $29.99, the PILLO Retro is a one-piece shockproof case with a soft pillowed back featuring
embossed detailing. The case comes in 12 vibrant retro designs, and consumers can download a free custom
wallpaper to match their case on TYLT’s website.

“The PILLO Retro is a really fun case that will also protect your iPhone from damage," said Kannyn MacRae,
Director of Product Development at TYLT. “The designs represent 70s vintage technologies, illustrating how
we used to make calls, play games and listen to music. These cases remind us, in a cheerfully nostalgic way, of
just how far we’ve come with our handheld technologies.”

TYLT offers several additional cases that are compatible with the iPhone 5S, including:

● ENERGI Sliding Power Case ($99.99)
● ENERGI Power Case ($59.99)
● BAND Protective Case ($34.99)
● SQRD Protective Case ($29.99)
● BUMPR Protective Case ($49.99)
● ZIGZAG Protective Case ($34.99)
● PILLO Music Protective Case ($29.99)

Visit TYLT’s website to view all current product offerings, including the recently announced Energi +
Backpack, ALIN Screen Protector for iPhone 5S and Samsung Galaxy S4, and TYLT BAND and TYLT
RUGGD for the iPhone 5C. Order now at www.tylt.com.

About TYLT:
TYLT lives at the forefront of innovation in mobile accessories, empowering users to redefine, or tilt, the norm.
Since introducing their highly stylized wireless accessory line in 2012, TYLT has signed distribution
partnerships worldwide and continues to create sophisticated technology using innovative design. Based in Los
Angeles, current product offerings include charging devices, audio accessories and protective cases. For more
information, visit www.tylt.com
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Contact Information
Meredith Frazier
TYLT
http://www.tylt.com/press-contact/
+1 617-713-3800

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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